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Alexander S Goldberger
Fall 2013
Foundations of Human Computer Interaction
O’Keefe
Assignment 1: Data Collection Methods
Research Question:
What are the problems faced by the employees of the music room in the SAU at RIT?
Sub questions:
Is an employee actually needed for the music room? If so, can their work experience be made
easier?
List of Interview Questions:
I started with these structured questions:
● What are some of your responsibilities?
● Walk me through a typical day.
● How many other employees are there for this job?
● What happens if someone can’t make it to work?
● If you just forget to go to work and someone tried to use the music room what would they
do?
I expected there to be a lot of room for more questions because I knew there would be plenty of
time. There ended up being many more questions over the two hours I spent in the music room
but the interview went on and off throughout which made for a more comfortable relaxed setting
rather than an interrogation.
Interview:
I interviewed an employee (Connor) of the Music Room in the SAU at RIT. I arrived at the
interview expecting a quiet room because I had sat with the employee during their shift in the
past. I walked in to find that the room was occupied by a lot of percussion players. Connor
informed me that this the Drum Line meets every Saturday and practices. I figured the best way
to conduct the interview was as more
of a conversation and I would return to
the structured questions when they fit.
Over the course of the interview
Connor explained to me some of his
responsibilities. He has to unlock the
door, set up a sign in sheet for people
who want to practice and are not in a
student group, and help people who are
coming to the music room for the first
time. On other days employees
sometimes have to set up the room for
the music group that will be practicing
the next day. Connor’s job is also to
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make sure things don’t get stolen.
Over the course of the interview it came to light that many people mistake the music
room for the music classroom. Before going in I had noticed a sign and took a picture because I
thought it was silly. The sign says “Music CLASSRoom A120” and has arrow pointing right. The
arrow could mean continue in the direction of this arrow or it could mean go around this corner.
The people who got confused obviously thought it meant go around this corner. The sign is trying
to say follow the arrow to the end of the hall make a left, make a left, make a left (there are some
more signs along the way). If they just put it on the other side of the hall it would make more
sense (See photo. I added a box to show where the sign should be).
Besides the interview I basically shadowed for two hours (which was obviously very
biased since I was there) but I also got to do a task walkthrough which did a good job of outlining
Connor’s responsibilities in the music room.
Task Walkthrough: Starting the day
Connor arrived at 10:04 to his 10:00 shift and unlocked the door by swiping his id. He let in the
people waiting outside and turned on the lights.

Next he went to a combination locker and opened it. He took out the key inside, went back to the
door and unlocked it. He noted that the key used to get lost a lot so they made something to
make it really hard to lose:

Next he sets up the sign in sheet on a music stand by the entrance.
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After that he just sits and waits until someone needs help unlocking a practice room.

And some more photos:
During my time there, someone needed the key to remove the pole in between the double doors
so they could wheel out drums for a concert.
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Problems:
● People who are trying to go to the music classroom end up in the music room and the
employee needs to help them find the other room
● If the employee is late, people who want to use the room need to wait
● If an employee wants someone else to cover for them they just have to send an email
and hope for the best
● If an employee in the morning skips their shift then no one can use the room, if an
employee in the middle or end of the day skips their shift then no one is making sure
things aren’t damaged or stolen, and if the person at the end of the day on Monday or
Tuesday skips work then the room is not set up for the people who need it the next
morning.
● When some groups, like drumline, play the room is very loud
Future Work:
Having a person who knows nothing about the music room and telling them to try finding
the room and playing an instrument in a practice room and watching them throughout the
process would be useful to see if the users could be helped (this could also be easily repeated
with enough participants).
Interviewing regular users of the music room and the other five or six employees would
also give some more perspective on how the room gets used and the various problems faced
there.
Attempting to automate the system for a day would also be interesting. The door could be
unlocked remotely by security at a certain time, the spreadsheet could be replaced with a virtual
spreadsheet on a computer, and the room could be equipped with cameras for security and a
help me line that calls someone over skype through the signinsheet computer. It would be
interesting to see if multiple secretarylike jobs at RIT could be managed by one person at the
same time, remotely, by giving them a skypeready computer and a few security cameras.
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Raw Notes and questions:
Below are the prepared questions and the notes taken during the interview. The prepared
questions were written on a computer but the notes were all done through a phone which led to a
lot of spelling errors.
I will be interviewing a music room employee.
What are some of your responsibilities?
Walk me through a typical day.
How many other employees are there for this job?
5 or 6 of us
What happens if someone can’t make it to work?
They email asking someone to cover for them
If you just forget to go to work and someone tried to use the music room what would they do?
They cannt get in.
10:05
Email everyone and say can someone dwitch with me this time?
Drum line comes in. Normally itns calm
10:19
Come in, eat and watch something (family guy). Then do work
Headphones needed. Why? Does that answer my question: drumline
Drumline people just walked in without signing in
"Sometimes they have shows on saturdays. And itns the best." "What?" Repeat
No one can enter untill employee gets here. 4 min late so people waited outside.
Student groups don't have to sign in.
Another group started coming in all in black packing music stands and chairs
Do you know if that key works here? Try it
Removes big wheeled drums.
"I'm guessing orchestra"
What are your responsibilities?
unlock the door with id, turn on the lightsn unlock locker (combo) to get key, then use that to
unlock doors. put up the sign in sheet.
Get the key from the locker
If. Closing on some days you have to set up for the musical group that will be playing nexi.e. Pit
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Other esponsibilities make sure things donnt get stolen. Make sure people sign if. "If theynre not
in a group" yeah.
Sometimes people will come in and ask about the room and if they can practice here.
Sometimes people think this is the music classroom.
A conductor came in and helped orchestra remove things and open doors. (Which the employee
could also have opened.
Sat outside in the hall because it was really loud.
Left to go to the bathroom, not a problem at all.

